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APPENDIX J

§32.14 Certification of Application/License Review and Reviewer
Check List

Mail Control No.: c9,9L 4Lq

Amendment No.:

License No.: J

S <L
/�� -,;�/ q,5v -0

Expiration Date

Program Code:

Reference No.:

I:

Gil2--~ i
I

Docket No.: 0-30 2Q7 '5
IU4

Licensee Name: Li, d hAln ('fl PA44f
I

Address: ., I Hi) By4Ypfj ?, 0. 80- KI 0,.k -Si4ziAV*YS( J~~ f~D9-t~%
T )o

Action Type: New License
New License/Licensee
Renewal
Product Transfer Report
Amendment
Termination

I certify that I have reviewed the licensee's request dated A , as supplemented by any

letters referenced in the license and in accordance with g c provided by the Office of

Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, appropriate Standard Review Plans and regulations, and

the attached checklist.

6 - A- _ /0i 4
. Reviewer I Datl

A, X,< r IL~o " J.
v Sigiewer

Person Signing the License

Date

Date
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GENERAL COMMENTS: ____

§32.14: CERTAIN ITEMS (30.15)

A. Applicant satisfied general requirements in 30.33 bif

COMMENTS: C-p &w afnd use- hcdivv'

X 4-L Xx , fror2- 4. - -0 i DA 37 (a&) C(;0) avd (3)

B. Applicant submits sufficient information regarding product pertinent
to evaluation of potential radiation exposure, including:

COMMENTS:

1. Chemical and physical form and maximum quantity of BPM in
each product -iD A,

COMMENTS:

2. Details of construction and design of product J E z.
COMMENTS:

3. Method of containment or binding of BPM in product ,

COMMENTS:
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4. Procedures for prototype testing to demonstrate that the material will
not become detached from the product or that BPM will not be released
under severe conditions

COMMENTS:

5. Results of prototype testing Th11

COMMENTS:

6. Quality control procedures to be followed in the fabrication, and the
quality control standards the product will be required to meet (§32.15) _lL

COMMENTS:

7. Proposed method of labeling or marking each unit, except for timepieces
or hands or dials containing H-3 or PM-147 and its container with
the identification of the manufacturer or initial transferor and the BPM 1_____

COMMENTS: 6 ? Pk > avAraAd Id 4esQA ;v'-

8. For products with limits specified in §30.15, the radiation level and
method of measurement I

COMMENTS: rcc,+x1Yt )Q S Ptci , . /1 Qf
)

rolblc'+)n nasy"'VIA '$YC4 t<uo!e

9. Any additional information, studies, and tests regarding product safety

COMMENTS:
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C. Each product will contain no more than the quantity of BPM specified for E

that product in §30.15 F )6i-
COMMENTS: LsC-AD~es Gir- A 1ilvvA+XvS -D Ls- t'iit of

§32.14d(1): Timepieces

The byproduct material is properly contained in the product under the most severe conditions that
are likely to be encountered in normal use and handling when hands, dials and pointers are
subjected to the following prototype tests (the type or manner of tests(s) used will be dependent
upon the form of the byproduct material):

COMMENTS:

§32.14: Certain Items

1. Vibration tests 11L
COMMENTS:

2. Bending of hands or pointers over cylinder h
COMMENTS:

3. Immersion tests 0j
COMMENTS:

4. Other tests

COMMENTS:
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§32.40: Schedule A-Lock Illuminators

Prototype testing for automobile lock illuminators must consist of the
following tests:

COMMENTS:

1. 100 hours of accelerated weathering

COMMENTS:

2. Dropped onto concrete or iron from 3 feet 100 times

COMMENTS:

3. Vibration tests i 4L
COMMENTS:

4. Immersion in 30 inches of water for 24 hours to include a pressure (bubble)
test

COMMENTS:

5. After each test, prototypes must be examined for evidence of
physical damage

COMMENTS:
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